Two candidates at the heart of dysfunction: The ryanodine receptor and calcium/calmodulin protein kinase II as potential targets for therapeutic intervention-An in vivo perspective.
At the start of a new decade (2011), heart failure and sudden cardiac death are still leading causes of mortality worldwide. There is a very obvious need for improved treatment strategies. Research over the past decade has focused on understanding and realising the therapeutic potential of molecular mechanisms that underlie the pathophysiology of cardiac dysfunction. There is now recognition that cell- and gene-based therapies could prove beneficial if aimed at the appropriate molecular targets. Two cardiac proteins that have received considerable attention over the last decade, have been identified as possible therapeutic targets. The cardiac sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca(2+) release channel (ryanodine receptor) and calcium/calmodulin dependent kinase II (CaMKIIδ) can act independently and in partnership, to regulate cardiac Ca(2+) handling. CaMKIIδ, by the very nature of its core function as a kinase, also modulates cardiac function globally, promoting effects on gene transcription and modulating inflammatory and proliferative responses, all events that are associated with both the functional and dysfunctional heart. In vivo approaches using genetic and pharmacologic strategies have revealed the prominent role of both proteins in cardiac dysfunction. More excitingly, they have also shown the potential for cardioprotection that modulation at the level of each protein can have. Translating these effects to the human heart is in its infancy. Whether intervention at these targets could result in clinical application is unknown at present, however current in vivo research has proved invaluable in revealing the potential that targeting of RyR and CaMKIIδ could have in limiting cardiac dysfunction.